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Firepower:
To Ra m o r
N o t t o Ra m ?

When performing demonstrations for
the public, we always show the full
procedure of loading and firing a musket,
including ramming of the charge.
Most of us would think that ramming
is absolutely necessary in order to fire
effectively. I came across an interesting
article in my favourite book, “With Zeal
and Bayonets Only”, about firepower
and its effects. It provides a historically
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accurate explanation for loading without
using the rammer, which we assumed
was necessary. The last paragraph of this
article describes the possible affects on
penetration from not ramming the charge.
Colonel James

I

f Brit ish musketry was not as
deadly in America as on European
battlefields, it is possible that the adoption of two ranks at open files was partly to
blame in that the dispersal of the men over
a wider frontage weakened the fire control
that their officers and sergeants were able to
exert over them in combat. It was therefore
essential (as Cuthbertson put it in 1768)
for officers and sergeants to “attend very
particularly to the men’s behaviour during the firings; to observe if they are expert
in loading, and to oblige them to perform
the whole of their business with a proper
spirit”. This theory gains credence from

9 Fort Niagara Tragedy
9 Links

Thomas Anburey’s later account of the
scrambling action at Hubbardton (where he
participated as a gentleman volunteer with
the grenadier battalion), which seems to
suggest that, in combat in America, the redcoats did not always load according to the
regulation procedure: “In this action I found
all manual exercise is but an ornament, and
the only object of importance it can boast
of was that of loading, firing and charging
with the bayonet. As to the former, the soldiers should be instructed in the best and
most expeditious method. Here I cannot
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help observing to you, whether it proceeded
from an idea of self preservation, or natural
instinct, but the soldiers greatly improved
the mode they were taught in, as to expedition. For as soon as they had primed their
pieces and put the cartridge into the barrel, instead of ramming it down with their
rods, they struck the butt end of the piece
on the ground, and bringing it to the present, fired it off.”
Yet, neither Anburey nor Lamb seems to
have been aware that the practice of spurning the ramrod also significantly reduced
the muzzle velocity of each discharge. As
evidence of this, one should note that during a skirmish in New Jersey in February
1780, soldiers of the Queen’s Rangers were
struck by rebel bullets that did not penetrate their clothes. Simcoe later judged that
these rounds had been fired by militiamen
“who had not recollection sufficient to ram
down their charges”.

Mo h awk V alley
D eva s t a t ed O nce A g ain

At about 2 a.m. on Sunday morning,
August 28 I lay on my cot, listening to the
wind pickup and the rain begin to beat
on the walls of my tent. The forecast at
Newtown, NY only called for a 10% chance
of rain, so we were confident that the event
wouldn’t be affected by Hurricane Irene.
But as time wore on, the rain began to fall
harder, and soon I could see a trickle of
water flowing across the floor of my tent. By
9 a.m. the rain continued to pelt down and
the decision was made to pack up and head
home. Little did we know that to the north
and east of us the minor inconvenience
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we were experiencing at the Newtown
Battlefield site was a raging flood in most of
the Mohawk and Schoharie Valleys. Some
of their most cherished historic sites fell
prey to the ravages of wind, rain and water.
Guy Park in Amsterdam, NY took a
direct hit, with major damage to the foundations and exterior walls. Many of the
historic artifacts, records and furnishings
were destroyed, or washed away entirely.
The house was originally built in 1773
by Guy Johnson, the son-in-law of Sir
William Johnson and the Superintendent
of Indian Affairs after Sir William’s death.
Old Fort Johnson was first built by Sir
William Johnson and became the home of
Sir John Johnson while his father was still
living. At the flood’s highest points, eight
feet of standing water covered the grounds
outside the house. The basement was
flooded and water was as high as the fireplace mantles on the first floor. Artifacts
normally on the first floor were moved
to safety on the second floor as the water
began to rise. However, the mud and water
continues to pose a long term threat to the
interior of the building.
At Johnson Hall in Johnstown, NY,
the building survived intact, but there was
flooding. It appears that everything was
saved, thanks to their emergency planning.
For them it’s a matter of cleaning up and
trying to keep mold away from the 240 year
old wood.
In the Schoharie Valley the business districts in Middleburgh and Schoharie had
5-6 feet of water. Literally, every house in
the flood plain sustained water damage,

in some places more than a mile from the
creek. The valley was evacuated and all
roads were closed. Most main routes are
now open, but secondary roads are still in
rough shape. Thankfully, the Stone Fort is
on high ground, so it wasn’t affected.
Anyone wishing to make a donation to
help with the repair of Old Fort Johnson
and Guy Park can send a cheque, made payable to the Montgomery County Historical
Society, with “flood relief ” on the memo
line. Mail to MCHS, P.O. Box 196, Fort
Johnson, NY 12070. The regiment will be
donating the proceeds from the Thornhill
Parade to the fund.

S t one Fo r t D ay s –
Sc h o h a r ie , N Y

October 8 & 9

As you know the Schoharie event is coming up on October 8 and 9. Although this
event is on the Canadian Thanksgiving
Weekend, I would like to see a good turnout
of Yorkers for this one. The Mohawk Valley
has been ravaged by floods, and the town of
Schoharie was badly hit by the floodwaters.
The town’s people could use a morale boost,
which we would provide by attending the
Stone Fort Days event. And of course, the
Stone Fort and the Schoharie Valley were
prominent in our regimental history, which
is another good reason to attend.
Colonel James
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Burning
of the

Valleys
1780

O

n the morning of October
17, 1780 Sir John Johnson’s force of
nearly 900 men exploded into the Schoharie
Valley with a vengeance. Those of you who
have been to Schoharie before will remember that the valley is ablaze with spectacular
Fall colour at this time of year. Over the years
we have enjoyed many days of warm, bright,
sunny weather at this event. But on the first
day of the historic raid of 1780 it was cold,
bleak and overcast, with patches of sleet and
gale-like winds. And there was more ablaze
than just Fall colours, as winds fanned the
flames on the burning buildings and carried
dense clouds of smoke across the valley.
Johnson had a mixed contingent under his
command, with the Royal Yorkers making
up approximately one quarter of his numbers. The Yorkers had 36 Grenadiers under
Captain John McDonell (Sotus), 49 Lights
under Captain Samuel Anderson, 42 hatmen from Richard Duncan’s Coy, 39 from
the Major’s Coy and 26 from Captain Angus
McDonell’s Coy. In addition to the Yorkers
there were Regulars from the 8th and 34th,
Hesse Hanau Jaegers, various Provincials,
including Butlers Rangers, Leake’s
Independent Coy and Indian Dept troops, as
well as a large contingent of Six Nation warriors. Truly a force to be reckoned with.
The Schoharie Valley, although only 15
miles in length, was protected by three forts.
But Sir John was not there to capture forts.
His mission was to destroy the recently harvested grain crop, the bread supply of the
Continental Army. So, before dawn that

morning his troops by-passed the Upper
Fort (at the southern end of the Valley) in
hopes of getting well into the region before
their presence was discovered. It was not to
be. The Valley was alarmed by the firing of
three cannon shots from the Upper Fort. Sir
John immediately released the hounds, with
orders to destroy all houses, barns, grain,
and livestock, only sparing the property of
known friends.
In Gavin Watt’s book, “The Burning
of the Valleys”, he relates many anecdotes
about the adventures and misadventures
of the men and women who experienced
the events of October 17, 1780. One of my
favourite stories took place during Sir John’s
attempt to bring about the surrender of the
Middle Fort at present day Middleburgh.
Gavin wrote:
“…Ordering the cease-fire of his [Sir
John’s] guns and muskets, he sent Captain
Andrew Thompson of Butler’s forward
with two men under a flag of truce to summon the fort to surrender. One man carried
the white flag aloft, while the green-coated
Thompson strode to one flank and a fifer
on the other played Yankee Doodle. One
might be sure that the choice of such an
air to signal a truce either entertained or
infuriated the Massachusetts men in the
garrison, but it would not have gone unnoticed. This offer was made three times
and on every occasion the courageous
Thompson and his two men were met by
a lead ball snapping over their heads. What
Sir John could not have known was that

discord raged within the little fort. Woolsey
wanted to admit the flag and hear what
terms were going to be offered. None of
his officers, either of the Levies or militia,
agreed. While this discussion proceeded,
Murphy [the sniper who killed Simon
Fraser at Saratoga], abetted by Ellerson [a
ranger who had sniped at a British officer
during a sortie earlier in the day], both of
whom had reason to fear a summary execution if taken by the raiders, took it upon
himself to fire at the advancing Captain.
Woolsey was understandably incensed and
demanded to know who had the temerity
to fire upon a flag of truce. One colourful
account records that Murphy retorted he
would sooner send a ball into the Major’s
heart than see a flag enter the fort. A postwar pension application by a participant
in the fort noted that Woolsey ordered
the arrest of Murphy and the officer who
was about to comply was prevented from
doing so by the rifleman’s friends. Finding
insufficient support amongst his fellow
officers, Woolsey is said to have abdicated
command to his junior, Colonel Vrooman.
Once the truce had so obviously and firmly
been refused, Sir John ordered the artillery
to recommence their firing, but it proved no
more effective than previously.”

Soon after this episode Sir John abandoned
his attempt to take the fort and refocused his
attention on the burning of buildings and
provisions in the region. At 3 p.m. he assembled his force and moved north to the town
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f or D ividing a R egiment

of Schoharie and the Lower Fort. This is the
area that we are most familiar with, having
camped in the vicinity of the Fort during
previous Stone Fort Days. “Stone Fort Days”
refers to the limestone church erected in
1772 by the High Dutch Reformed faith.
A stockade was built around the church in
1777, enclosing an acre of ground.
Sir John’s force arrived at the Lower
Fort at about 4 pm and after meeting limited opposition, moved on. Johnson knew
he had bigger fish to fry and had to keep
moving to avoid giving the rebels time to
concentrate a large enough force to oppose
him. The troops passed west of the fort and
the natives moved to the east. After crossing Foxes Creek, Johnson’s men gathered
on the high ground near the brick house
owned by Loyalist, George Mann. Today,
Mann’s house is a fine eating establishment
known as the “Tory Tavern”.
And if that wasn’t enough for one day,
Gavin goes on to say, “The raiders continued for another six miles, destroying many
buildings en route and then halted to camp
near the junction of Fly and Schoharie
Creeks near Harman Sidney’s mills, which
were soon in flames. They had marched
over 12 miles, fought several skirmishes,
invested a fort and created a conflagration
beyond imagination. For men who had
already traversed a wilderness over rough
trails and on very short rations, it had been
exhausting. For their pains, a region capable
of producing 80,000 bushels of grain per
annum had been totally laid waste.” And
this was only Day 1 of the raid.
If for no other reason, you should plan to
attend the Schoharie event on October 8 & 9
to see where Sir John and his men did some
of their best and most destructive work.
DWP

As reenactors we struggle through the
archaic and often difficult language of
18th century drill manuals in search of
a clear picture of how our drill was to be
performed. One of the primary sources for
our time period is “The Manual Exercise
as Ordered by His Majesty in 1764
Together with Plans and Explanations of
the Method Generally Practis’d at Reviews
and Field-Days”. Although written more
than ten years before the Revolution, it is
considered an important primary source
for our drill and manoeuvres. But the
terminology is often hard to understand.
There are references to Battalions, Wings,
Companies, Grand Divisions, SubDivisions, etc. Other manuals talk about
Platoons, Sections and Squads. What
does all this mean? Hon. Colonel Vincent
Kehoe, 10 th Regt of Foot took a stab at
clarifying the meaning of these terms in
his document, “A Military Guide – The
British Infantry of 1775”. He writes:
“In 1775 every British Regiment up to
the 70th Foot had only one Battalion except
the 60th Foot which had two battalions, with
each organized separately with a full regimental complement. It is therefore safe to
assume that when the word battalion is used
as a command, it was meant for the regiment.
However, in the divisions of the regiment
on the field, some confusion may exist. In
most cases, a wing meant a division of half
the regiment on the field. That is, each had
a right and left wing.
Two companies made up a grand division,
and counting only the hat-men or battalion
companies in these two latter dividings, there

were then four grand divisions per regiment
(the flank companies were an entity unto
themselves in the field and review).
A Company was often referred to in
some cases as a sub-division or a division,
which simply meant a sub-dividing of the
grand division into two parts. As well, a
Company might be referred to as a firing
platoon in platoon exercises.
When a Company was divided, again it
might make up two sub-divisions. These
might be called platoons too, while a section
might refer to half a sub-division or a sectioning off of the Company into three or
four parts. The word squad often was seen
as well, referring to a small body of men.
One must, therefore, take great care in
reading this text to understand and look
for the variance of usages by the different authors. The more one researches the
British Army of the 18th century, the more
one will realize the fact that very few items,
arms, accoutrements, movements in the
field, descriptions, or usages were governed
by well-defined standards. The exceptions
were more the rule, and these varied from
Regiment to Regiment, from year to year,
and from training camp to actuality. John
Williamson is probably without peer in
pointing this up in his Elements book, while
Thomas Pickering did better explanations of
Army methods of 1775 than many others.”
So there you have it. Everything you wanted
to know about the terminology for division of
regiments, with the understanding that every
author uses the terms differently. Right then…
off we go.
Sjt Mjr Dave Putnam
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Ofﬁcer’s
pay
Todd Braistead discovered this Gordon &
Crowder document from New York, filed
with the King’s Rangers correspondence
in the Haldimand Papers. This was the
standard way Provincials were paid here.
Although I cannot confirm that this practice was followed in Canada, from related
evidence, it would appear to be the case.
Gavin Watt

aptains not to receive pay from
the date of their Warrants, but when
they have raisd. Twenty five approvd. Men
rank and File – then to have five shillings pr.
day, when they have raisd. thirty five, seven
shillings pr. day, when forty five, Eight shillings pr. day, and Full pay when Compleet,
to three serjeants three Corporals One
Drummer and fifty privat[e]s.
When a Captain has raisd. twenty five
rank and File, his Lieutenant and Ensign
to Commence pay, the first at two shillings and six pence pr. Day the latter at two
Shillings. When a Captain raises thirty five
Men the Lieutenant to receive three shillings, the Ensign to receive two shillings
and six pence, and full pay when Compleet.
Five dollars Bounty to be allowed Each
recruit. Pay Masters and surgeons allowance to be Granted, according to their
Effective strength, also Contingent Men
for the repair of armes &c. in the following proportion Vizt. One Contingent Man
to Companies of Twenty five Men, Two
to Companies of Forty Men, & three to
Companys of Fifty Men.

But when the Regiment is Half
Compleet & Mustered and Approved of,
they are then to be allowed Forty pounds
sterling Contingent Money Divided in the
following Manner Vizt.
Two Nurses for Regimental Hospital at
six pence pr. diem each £18. 5. 0.
Stationary for Orderly room £10. 0. 0.
Hospital Expences £11. 15. 0.
Total £40. 0. 0.
And the Bounty Money made up to three
Guinees which differance is to be laid out
in Necessarys for them. When the Charges
are given in to the Inspector Genls. Office,
the Officer Commanding the Corps to
Certify upon Honour, that the Money has
been Applied as this Order directs.
(Copy) Gordon & Crowder
New York 13th May 1779
Great Britain, British Library,
Additional Manuscripts, No. 21820,
folios 5-6.
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Big Bang Theory
In the August issue (2011-4) of the Yorker Courant you may recall an article entitled
“The Big Bang Theory”, which addressed the question of misfires and how to deal
with them. Gavin Watt, our former Drum Major, and now the Education/Historical
Coordinator for Fort George, Niagara National Historic Sites, responded with the
following:

J

ust wanted to drop a note, if it
proves helpful. I was looking through
the Yorker Courant at the article regarding “ The Big Bang Theory”. As we at
Fort George ram all the time, when we get
put into a re-enactment and don’t ram, our
squaddies are often unsure as to whether
they have fired or not. One of the keys we
train them in is to watch for smoke trailing
out of the vent after the trigger is pulled. It is
the surest way to know whether the charge
down the barrel has gone off, other than
dinging the piece. The wisp of smoke coming out shows that the charge in the breech
has gone, and is a particularly helpful indicator if there are flashes in the pan. Taking a
second to visually check the vent has saved
us a lot of grief. This year when we were firing through loopholes in the palisade and
out of the musket ports in the blockhouse,
where you can’t physically see the end of
your barrel when you fire, it helped keep
us safe. If someone is really unsure, we do
encourage them to step out of line and run
the rammer down the barrel and look at the
distance the rammer sticks out of the barrel.
Individuals will know how much the rammer sticks out of their barrel normally and if
it is out 3 or 4 inches more, then you’ve got
a few rounds down the pipe and the charge
should be dumped or swamped for safety.
With our squaddies we tell them to dump
their prime before knapping the flint just so
there is no risk of the knapping setting off
the charge prematurely (it is flint and steel
after all). Although the risk is slight, with
the metal used to make musket tools, we
feel better safe than sorry.

In my experience as a Parks Safety
Supervisor, when people step out of line to
maintain their musket, swap flints, etc., they
often lose control of muzzle direction or
pay little attention to it, which can be very
dangerous. A good NCO will pay attention
to these folks to prevent the musket being
pointed toward someone else in front, or an
officer or drummer standing to the rear.
Lastly, we tell our folks to make sure
that they are holding the weapon well
when firing – seated in the shoulder, with
weight leaning forward. A good grip on the
weapon, with proper balance allows you to
take the brunt of a double with minimal
damage to yourself.
Inevitably there will be doubles, but these
protocols help to prevent triples and quads
where someone is likely to get hurt. In my
experience dealing with people, both familiar and unfamiliar with the weapon, I have
seen some terrifying examples of people
with a half a barrel full of powder, who if
they’d managed to get their musket to go,
would likely have seriously hurt themselves
or others.
As we fire thousands of rounds during the
summer, I thought our experience might
assist. Just keen to keep everyone safe.
Gavin Watt
Education/Military Co-ordinator
Fort George, Niagara National
Historic Sites.
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Here is the advice we post for all squaddies.
I know it is different because we ram, but
this is our approach if it helps.
M i s f i re C l u e s

• No flash when you squeeze the trigger.
• Powder still in pan.
• No flash, but no powder in the pan (loss
of powder from pan being unable to
close).
• No smoke out of the vent (flash in the
pan).
• Length of rammer sticking out of the
barrel.
• If the distance exceeds 3 rounds do not
fire your musket. Notify your NCO.
Dump your prime.
M u s k e t M i s f i re
Protocol

every time – look for smoke trailing
out of the vent. If the wind is not conducive to venting the smoke, reload, but
watch the distance the rammer comes out
of the muzzle. If you have a double, brace
yourself when firing. never work the lock
mechanism with a cartridge in your hand. If
everyone around you is about to fire and you
have a cartridge in your hand, drop it.
If your musket has misfired (i.e. there is still
powder in the pan]
1st misfire.
1. Wipe your flint and frizzen face, redistribute the powder, shut pan and shoulder
arms.
2. If there is almost no powder, wipe the
bottom of the frizzen and reprime. Shake
excess powder on the ground.
3. d o not put another charge
down the barrel.
2nd misfire [2 options].
1. Move the flint forward and retighten the
cockscrew.
2. Ensure there is enough prime. Shut the
pan and shoulder arms.
3. d o not put another charge
down the barrel.

3rd misfire.
1. Replace or knapp the flint [angle the flint
if there is only 1-2 shots left in demo]
2. To replace your flint, half cock your
firearm. Keep the frizzen open. Loosen
the flint, take out the replacement switch
leather and tighten the cockscrew. Check
the prime. Shut the pan and shoulder
arms.
3.do not put another
charge down the barrel.
To knapp your flint
1. Half cock your firearm.
2. Dump prime and wipe out pan.
3. Tap the edge of the flint with a musket
tool to re-edge it.
4. Reprime, dump the remainder of the
charge, shut the pan and shoulder arms.
5. d o not put another
charge down the barrel.
Flash in the pan.
If the prime charge fires, but the round
down the barrel doesn’t discharge, that is a
flash in the pan.
1. Half cock your firearm. Check for smoke
out of the vent.
2. If there is no smoke push your pricker
through the vent, reprime and discard
the excess.
3. d o not put another
charge down the barrel.

2nd flash in the pan.
1. Reprick and prime.
2. Use the pricker to push some powder
into the vent.
3. Ding the rammer to ensure you are
correct.
4. d o not put another
charge down the barrel.
5. Notify your NCO.
If you full cock your firearm accidentally.
1. Open frizzen.
2. Release the cock all the way forward.
3. Half cock the firearm.
4. d o not put another
charge down the barrel. .
If there is a concern you are not familiar
with [outside those addressed here] continue the motions with the rest but do not
load and fire your musket. Always err on the
side of caution. Better safe than sorry.

p
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H aldimand ’ s
R eview of

Royal
Highland
Emigrants


T

he first battalion, Royal Highland
Emigrants, was the earliest provincial corps to be attached to the Northern
Department, and the only one serving in
Canada that was put on the British regular
establishment. By the end of 1777, Lt Col
Allan MacLean commanded 8 captains, 11
lieutenants, 8 ensigns, a chaplain, adjutant,
quartermaster, surgeon and surgeon’s mate,
30 serjeants, 30 corporals, 20 drummers and
394 privates. At that point in time it was the
largest and most nearly completed of any
provincial corps attached to the Northern
Department. Shortly after Frederick
Haldimand succeeded Guy Carleton as
Governor, Lt Col MacLean was granted
leave from Canada, and was absent from the
Fall of 1778 until October, 1779. During
his absence, Captain John Nairne was given
command of the corps with the temporary
rank of Major. Nairne was a veteran of the
Scots Brigade in the Netherlands, and a
reduced captain from the old 78th Regiment.
The following letter was written by Major
Nairne to the absent Lt Col MacLean following a review of the Royal Highland
Emigrants by Governor Haldimand. It
is worth noting that in December, 1778,
two months after this review, the Royal
Highland Emigrants were placed on the
regular establishment as the 84th Foot. As
discussed in the letter, recruiting had been
a problem for MacLean and continued to
be a worry for Nairne. The RHE’s were in
direct competition with Sir John Johnson
for men out of the Mohawk Valley, and
quite frankly, many of the Scots from the
Valley preferred enlistment with the King’s
Royal Yorkers. Major Nairne wrote:

the yorker courant
Montreal 12th October 1778
Dear General
We were relieved from Isle aux Noix by
the 29th Regt. the 17th Sepr. and expect
to remain here during the winter. Your
Regiment was reviewed by General
Haldimand, at Isle aux Noix. He was
very well pleased with their appearance,
and what they performed of the Exercise,
but seems to put a greater value on working hard at the Fortifications, loading,
and leveling their firelocks properly, than
performing with niceness the manuel
Exercise. The Sickness that prevailed at
Isle aux Noix, in the month of July and
August, was extraordinary; about three
fourths of the Officers and private Soldiers
of the Regiment, Contracted fevers, and
Agues &c. There has not been many deaths
amongst the Soldiers, Since you went away,
(as you’ll see by the Returns sent to you)
but Several have Deserted. I applyed to
General Haldimand, for the twenty pounds
Stg: a year allowed to each Captain in place
of the Non Effective money, (which might
Serve as a Recruiting fund and to have a
Beating Order. The General’s answer was –
“That he does not think himself authorised
to make such an allowance, the Regiment
being incomplete, and not reported to him
upon the Establishment, which he hoped
would soon be the Case, and in respect to
Recruiting the Regiment, we might Still
pursue the mode of doing it agreeable to
the first beating Order.” We Shall accordingly endeavour to get Recruits. Great
exactness shall be observed in delivering
to the Soldiers of your Regiment whatever
justly belongs to them, that they may have
reason to do their Duty with Cheerfulness,
and have no Cause of Complaint on that
Score, at the Same time I shall not fail to
pay equal attention to your private interest in these affairs, as if they were my own.
Since your departure a persecution has
arised against Lieutt: MacInnon, by his
Brother Subaltern Officers, and every other
person seems to stand Silent with Surprise
at such a proceeding;
Mr. MacInnon is known here to be a Sober,
faithful, modest, and a brave man; those
Gentlemen refuse to do Duty with Lieutt:
MacInnon, and because he did not stay till
he was Shot to Death at Parson’s House
(as he was first Supposed to be the Case)
they are pleased to alledge that he must
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have behaved in a Cowardly manner, and
require of him a publick vindication of his
Character upon that Occasion. I am sorry to
mention to you this affair being resumed in
such a Cruel manner, because I know these
Circumstances are so repugnant to your disposition, that it will give you uneasiness, as
it has to me, when there is now no help for
it. The result of this wrong proceeding probably will be, that a General Court Martial
will acquit Lieutt: MacKinnon, and I much
mistake his Character, if he can then be
prevented from calling one or two of these
Gentlemen to a Severe Account.
There is no publick news here but what
you already must be informed of. We flatter ourselves that your Regiment is by this
time upon the Establishment of the Army,
that we may Soon have the Confirmation
of this news from yourself, and that you
enjoy perfect health is the Sincere wish of
Dear Genl.
Your most Obedt.
Humle Servant
J[ohn] N[airne]
To Brigr. Genl: Maclean

Library and Archives Canada, John and
Thomas Nairne fonds, MG 23, GIII23,
Volume 3, Entrybook of Correspondence,
Pages 126-128.
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F ort N iagara
T r a g edy
Reenactor chat lines and web-groups are
a-buzz with the recent tragedy at Fort
Niagara. If you haven’t been following
the story, here’s a Buffalo News account
of what happened.
“YOUNGSTOWN – State Park Police
this afternoon [Sept 6] identified the
14-year-old Canadian boy whose body was
recovered early Sunday from shallow water
in Lake Ontario.
Police say Alexander Montgomery was
camping at Old Fort Niagara as part of a
group from Orillia, Ont., participating in a
War of 1812 Encampment, which includes
various historical demonstrations and a reenactment of the capture of Fort Niagara.
Alexander went missing sometime early
Sunday and his body was recovered shortly
after 9 a.m. following a massive search of
the fort grounds and the waters of Lake
Ontario, said Park Police Sgt. James Riddle.
His mother and a friend of the family are
charged with allegedly providing Alexander
with alcohol prior to his death.
He was last seen alive around 2 a.m.
Sunday, said Park Police Detective Sgt.
Brian Nisbet, and Park Police were called at
9 a.m.
“It’s a very tragic, unfortunate ending
to a holiday weekend,” Nisbet said. “The

investigation is still under way as to how he
ended up in the water.”
State Park Police and U.S. Coast Guard
members recovered the body and transported him to USCG Station-Niagara,
where he was turned over to the Niagara
County coroner’s office. The Erie County
Medical Examiner’s Office performed an
autopsy this morning, but park police do
not yet have the results, Riddle said.
Park police determined in their preliminary investigation that the boy’s mother,
Paula Montgomery, 48, and another adult,
Peter Cooper, 50, provided alcohol to an
underage child – a violation.
Cooper and Montgomery, both of
Orillia, Ont., also were charged with
endangering the welfare of a child, a class A
misdemeanor.”
Many questions arise from this incident.
• What will the reaction of historic sites be
toward alcohol consumption at reenactment events? Most sites already have an
alcohol policy, but it may not be strictly
enforced. Will that change?
• Who is held responsible if a minor is
injured, or killed as in this case, and alcohol was at least a factor. The parents?...
the unit?... the event organizers?... the
historic site?... Or in this litigious age is it
all of the above?
• How will reenactment units view the
recruiting of minors? In Canada the
drinking age is 19, but in the United
States it’s 21.

• As parents, can you give your under-age
child a beer or two while under your
supervision at an event. In this case the
parents were not aware that their 14-year
old son got up in the night and fell into
the water. Yet, they were charged with
“endangering the welfare of a child”.
The list of questions goes on. Many of
these queries have run through our minds
before, and we have set them aside as
unlikely scenarios that we shouldn’t worry
about. Has all that changed?
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Jon Wannamaker found this site, with a beautiful selection of lady’s fans. If you’re
looking to purchase an 18th century accessory, you’ll be pleased to see that some are
available for under $1,000.
http://www.christies.com/LotFinder/searchresults.aspx?intSaleID=21907#action=refineestimate&intSaleID=21
907&sid=83f0ef54-b662-47c2-a22c-0eb71e31057c&selectedids=2377|2215&e1=280&e2=5352
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Todd Braistead suggests that, for those would-be researchers on a budget, the George
Washington Papers at the Library of Congress are available for free! And yes, there’s plenty
of British and Loyalist stuff in them, including a number of orderly books.
http://memory.loc.gov/ammem/gwhtml/
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